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Abstract: In recent years Twitch.tv has become the most popular streaming site in the Western world. 

Populated mostly by gamers streaming their own gameplay or watching others play, it is not surprising that 

the site and streamers have developed a number of features that gamify both the experience of watching 

streams and streaming itself. This study aims at exploring the gamification possibilities offered by Twitch.tv 

and the streaming community. The gamified features found in Twitch.tv are then compared to existing 

research on gamification. The activities of streaming and watching streams have been gamified to a high 

degree, with possibilities for customization providing further options for individualizing streams and luring 

in and keeping viewers entertained.   

1. Introduction 

The purpose of the study is to map out the gamification of Twitch.tv from the perspective of 

streamers and viewers, respectively. While studying the effects of said gamification would be 

interesting, that is out of the scope of this study. Gamification has become the new magic word for 

advertising professionals, education experts, and others who wish to enhance consumer 

engagement and loyalty or increase educational and training effectiveness. Gamification has been 

used to describe a variety of practices and ideas, and it has been used in several fields despite of 

the lack of consensus in research that would adequately describe the best practices and 

effectiveness of using gamification practices.  

 

Gamification has been defined as a process of enhancing services with (motivational) affordances 

in order to invoke gameful experiences and further behavioral outcomes (Hamari et. al. 2014). 

What this actually entails is still up to debate, as some scholars focus on the importance of creating 

similar psychological effects that arise from playing games (Huotari, Hamari, 2012, Huotari, 

Hamari, 2017) while others stress that the gamifying features need to be same as those used in 

games (Deterding et al. 2011; cf. Hakulinen et al. 2013; Li et al. 2012; Groh, 2012). Perhaps the 

widest definition comes from Kevin Werbach who defines gamification as “the process of making 

activities more game-like” (Werbach, 2014). When academia is still somewhat confused on what 

exactly is a game and therefore what kind of psychological effects they are supposed to create (and 

which of those psychological effects are actually wanted), all three of these definitions are a bit 

problematic, as it is hard to draw a definite line on where gamification ends and something else 

begins.  

 

After making rounds in other fields from education to advertising, gamification is coming back to 

its roots: video games. Service platforms such as Twitch.tv have become popular places for game 

enthusiasts to go and watch other people play games and stream their own gameplay. In 2016, 

Twitch.tv had over 2 million unique streamers and the viewers watched 292 billion minutes of 

content (Twitch.tv, 2017a). It might seem strange to study such phenomena as streaming from the 

perspective of gamification. After all, gamification is considered to involve elements of games in 

a non-gaming context, and streaming has been seen as very closely related to games and gaming. 
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However, even though streaming and gaming are closely intertwined, they are not the same thing. 

While most streams in Twitch.tv are still about games, Twitch.tv allows also non-gaming streams 

(like cooking or so-called IRL-streams were viewers can watch the streamer in their everyday 

activities). The act of streaming, even that of streaming gameplay, is not gaming in itself, nor is 

watching a gaming stream.   

 

Gamification exists in Twitch.tv on a number of levels. Twitch.tv itself has gamified the streamers’ 

work to a degree, while the streamers have a number of tools available to gamify their streams. 

Most of these tools are still made by the community and are available through chatbots, but 

Twitch.tv also has a few features of its own to help streamers further engage their viewers. While 

many streamers use these without much modification, some have decided to create their own stories 

and games around them. The aim of this paper is to answer the questions of how the work of playing 

games and watching others play games has been gamified. As most of the gamification tools 

available for streamers have been around in some form for a few years now, studying them can 

give insights on what kind of gamification elements are effective and liked. Regardless of multiple 

studies existing on why Twitch.tv and other gaming streams are popular and why people watch 

them, I could not find any that would systematically go through the gamification features that 

Twitch.tv and the streamers use to further engage their target audience. 

 

2. Data and method 

This paper is an exploratory qualitative study of the gamification possibilities offered by Twitch.tv 

and the community to the streamers by studying three popular chatbots (Streamlabs chatbot 

(https://streamlabs.com/chatbot), PhantomBot (https://phantombot.tv/) and DeepBot 

(https://deepbot.deep.sg/)) that have some sort of point or loyalty system for viewers. The three 

bots were chosen for their popularity (based on my personal estimation) as well as the long list of 

features and options they provide for streamers. The actual data comes from the documentation of 

the bots provided by their developers, and it consists of command lists, instructions, knowledge 

bases, and other documents found in the official websites where the developers explain what can 

be done with the bots and how they work.  I also study the way in which Twitch.tv has gamified 

the work done by the millions of streamers that use its services by looking at the options provided 

for streamers and the requirements set for them to gain better possibilities to monetize their stream. 

In this case, the data consists of the help pages, terms of service, (community) guidelines, and other 

documentation provided by Twitch.tv.  
 

The method of the study is relatively simple: the websites of Twitch.tv and the chatbots were 

systematically read, starting from the top left corner of the front page and reading everything there 

is on a page, then moving to the next page. The process was repeated link by link and page by page, 

while taking note and archiving anything even remotely resembling gamification. At that point, the 

aim was to ensure that all of the gamification elements were found and recorded, and therefore a 

very lax definition of gamification was used to determine if a specific feature was accepted into 

the data. As a general rule, the question “have I ever seen anything like this in a game?” was used 

to decide if borderline cases would be accepted. After gathering the data it was analyzed in more 

detail by comparing the features to the most common features of gamification that Hamari et al. 

(2014) found in their meta-review of empirical gamification studies. The data was archived in 2018 

on January 22 and 23, and the study conducted over the following two months. While finding the 

data was easy, there were problems in organizing it, mainly the determining whether a specific 

feature could be called gamification or not. For example, the minigames that all three bots have are 
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not directly comparable to any of the gamification features found in Hamari et al’s meta-review, 

but I would still consider them to be gamification since minigames are found in several games. 

This study only focused on the website version of Twitch.tv and ignored the desktop and mobile 

apps that the company has released 

 

3. Gamifying streaming 

Twitch.tv is a platform for streaming activities online. While most of the streams in Twitch.tv are 

“personal” and focus on the activities of a single streamer, there are also “impersonal” streams that 

focus on gaming tournaments and other events (Karhulahti, 2016). While the impersonal 

tournament and event streams use the same chatbots as personal streams, they are mostly used as 

automatic moderators for the chat. Watching streams is free and does not require creating an 

account, but if the user wants to participate in any other way than just watching (e.g. talk in chat) 

they will have to create an account. All accounts are able to start streaming immediately, but in 

order to get revenue one needs to become an Affiliate of Twitch.tv. Later on, after acquiring more 

viewers, followers, and subscribers, it is possible to apply for a Twitch.tv Partner status with even 

more revenue creation and channel customization options. According to Twitch.tv, of their 2 

million active broadcasters over 17 000 are Partners (Twitch.tv, 2017b).  
 

Twitch.tv has gamified the process of becoming a popular revenue generating streamer to quite a 

high degree. Firstly, there are three levels (from a regular streamer to Affiliate and Partner) all with 

increasing benefits. While a regular streamer can only stream their activities without receiving any 

benefits, Affiliates get revenue from viewers’ cheers, subscriptions, and game-related sales on their 

channel. Partners can add advertising revenue on top of these. Furthermore, Twitch.tv is at the 

moment testing a feature where Partners will receive a personal goal on how many seconds of ads 

they should play per hour. Reaching this goal will give them bonus revenue from playing ads. 

Incentivizing their streamers to play as many ads as possible is definitely in Twitch.tv’s favor, as 

advertising is one of the major ways they earn money. A number of popular streamers who 

consistently pull thousands of viewers play ads very rarely, if ever, as many of them seem to be 

quite happy with their earnings from just subscriptions, donations, and those few ads that Twitch.tv 

forces on every stream.  
 

At all times the streamer is able to follow their average viewership, subscriptions, followers, etc. 

on a dashboard provided by Twitch.tv, and after reaching an Affiliate status different revenue 

statistics are added to the dashboard. Twitch.tv also has an achievement system where all but two 

achievements require one to stream (one requires opening the dashboard where stream statistics, 

configurations, and the list of achievements can be found, the other requires buying a TwitchCon 

ticket). Getting through certain achievements is also a requirement to becoming an Affiliate and a 

Partner. Interestingly there is no way to find someone else's achievements and figure out how close 

they are to reaching a paid streamer status. Reaching the status of an Affiliate, and especially that 

of a Partner, needs dedicated work and regular streaming, as well as a requirement of minimum 

number of average viewers. This can be daunting for a beginner streamer and the achievements 

can make the task more approachable.  
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Picture 1. Achievements from a beginner streamer to Partner 

 
 

It has been noted in previous research that achievement systems should be designed to encourage 

and reward the desired use of the product (Montola et al. 2009). In the case of the Twitch.tv 

achievements, as can be seen from Picture 1 above, this means that the streamers are encouraged 

to stream more often and longer periods of time and to gain more followers and viewers. 

Furthermore, the first set of achievements, “It Begins,” gives instructions on how to make the first 

stream more viewer-friendly by updating the name of the game streamed, naming a community for 

the stream, and finally starting the stream. Next to the achievements shown above that are direct 

requirements of advancing to Partner status, there are numerous other achievements. Most of them 

are similar to these, requiring a certain number of hours streamed or a certain number of people 

chatting in the stream’s chat. Several of the badges also have tiers or levels that increase in 

difficulty. As can be seen from Picture 1 above, the level 2 “New day, new stream” badge under 

the Path to Affiliate requires streaming 6 hours during the last 30 days, whereas the level 3 version 

of the same badge under Path to Partner requires 25 hours of streaming during the last 30 days. In 

addition to the levels, the achievements also have progress bars and exact percentages attached to 

them, as can be seen from Picture 2 below.  
 

Picture 2. Progress in achievements (Messinger, 2017) 
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After reaching Partner status, it is possible for the streamer to upload their own badges and 

emoticons for their subscribers. The badges are meant for rewarding subscribers for continuing to 

support the stream and they are tiered by the number of months subscribed (1/3/9 months, 1/2 

years). The streamer can only customize the outlook of the badge itself, not the subscription months 

needed or the number of different badges. In addition to badges, the Partners have an increasing 

number of customizable emoticons. Depending on how many subscriber points they have, the more 

emoticons they can create. At the moment, having 0 subscriber points awards the Partner two 

emoticon slots, 10 gives three slots, 20 four, all the way up to 50 emoticons for 7 000 subscriber 

points. On top of the levels, there are also other gamified elements related to the emoticons, as the 

partners have a progress bar that shows how close they are to the next reward tier. While the 

subscriber badges are only visible in the specific stream, the emoticons can be used sitewide.  
 

Badges and achievements are some of the more common gamification elements that have been 

applied to non-game contexts. They are a relatively easy way to encourage certain behaviors, even 

though their effectiveness is not certain (cf. Montola et al. 2009, Hakulinen et al. 2013; Denny, 

2013; Anderson et al. 2013). Twitch.tv has taken an interesting road by deciding to keep most of 

the gamification features, including badges and achievements, directed towards their streamers as 

private. This decision seems exceptional, as in previous studies focusing on badges, it has been 

noted that their effectiveness stems at least partly from the recognition they help to garner from the 

community (cf. Grant, Betts, 2013; Montola et al. 2009, Hakulinen et al. 2013).  
 

4. Gamifying spectating 

In contrast to the previous section, which concerned the gamification of the streaming experience, 

this section will explore the gamification of the stream viewing experience. Although most of the 

current gamifying features directed towards stream viewers are made and controlled by the 

community and streamers, Twitch.tv does provide a few options. In 2017, Twitch.tv launched a 

feature that allows viewers to earn in-game loot by watching streams. To earn loot drops, viewers 

must have in-game accounts linked to their Twitch.tv account and watch the specific streams that 

have the feature available (Twitch.tv, 2017c). The aim of this feature is to keep the viewers 

watching those certain streams that have drops in them; a viewer needs to be watching the stream 

at the specific time when the drops occur. Interestingly enough, despite this feature sounding very 

promising and engaging, it does not seem to be used much.  

 

Twitch.tv has also incorporated some features that started as community initiatives. One of them 

is the possibility for streamers to ‘raid’ another stream with their viewers (Twitch.tv, 2017d). This 

means that the raiding streamer will broadcast the raided stream for 30 seconds, while the raiding 

viewers can participate in the raided channels chat. The idea of the initiative is to help streamers 

promote each other’s streams, and help viewers to find more streams to watch. Twitch.tv 

encourages raiding and has achievements related to it.  
 

In addition to the features provided by Twitch.tv, there are several community-made overlays, 

chatbots, and other features that provide various gamification possibilities. Although these features 

are community-made, Twitch.tv supports them by approving their use and providing extra 

integration possibilities for the developers. Without the approval and support from Twitch.tv, these 

features would not exist. In this article I analyze three popular chatbots: Streamlabs chatbot, 
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PhantomBot, and DeepBot. The three bots were chosen because of their popularity, the long list of 

features they have, and the varied customization options they provide.  

 

Nearly all of the motivational affordances and features Hamari et al (2014) found in their meta-

analysis of gamification exists in more or less customizable form in the three bots studied. All of 

them have a currency or point system that allows the streamer to reward their (registered) viewers. 

The viewers receive points for the time they spend commenting in chat, following or subscribing 

to the stream, or giving donations to the streamer. The viewers can then use these points in a variety 

of ways in the stream (if the streamer has enabled them). They can play minigames with or against 

other users; for instance, in Bank Heist, which exists in all three of the bots, a user can start a heist 

(!heist) that other users may join by paying streamer-set amount of points, and after a period of 

time the bot randomly decides if the heist was successful based on streamer-set probability and the 

participants may get reward points. Viewers can also place bets on streamer-set things (often the 

outcome of the current game the streamer is playing) and participating in raffles or giveaways often 

costs points, as do song requests. With each three bots it is possible for the streamer to make every 

command the viewers can use to cost points, although this is something I have never seen happen. 

 
Table 1. Gamification features (Hamari et al., 2014) in three popular chatbots. Some features are available 

by default (y), others can be created by heavy customization (*), while the empty fields are features not 

found in the chatbots. 

 Streamlabs DeepBot PhantomBot 

Points y y y 

Leaderboards y y y 

Achievements/Badges * * * 

Levels y y y 

Story/Theme * * * 

Clear goals * * * 

Feedback y y y 

Rewards y y y 

Progress * * * 

Challenge    

 

Beside the point/currency system, all three of the bots have a separate customizable ranking system 

where viewers can level up by watching the stream, commenting, donating, following, etc. The 

rewards that viewers receive for leveling up do not reward the viewer with any visible trophies 

such as badges, but most often include permissions to do actions (like use specific commands or 

post links) that lower ranked viewers cannot do. Some streamers also have a list of their top 

donators or cheerers visible on their stream page in Twitch.tv.  

 

The chatbots provide customization options for nearly all of their features from the bot’s name in 

the streamer’s chat to probabilities of winning in the minigames. This allows the streamers to 

differentiate their stream from those of others, creating more unique identification possibilities for 

their viewers. Previous research has found that continuous watching of a certain stream is positively 

associated with both identifying with the streamer and the community of the particular stream (Hu, 

Zhang & Wang, 2017).  
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The chatbots also provide a way for the streamer to give sound feedback to the viewers on the form 

of personalized notifications. Most streamers have some kind of automatic sound and animation 

notification that plays whenever someone subscribes, follows, or donates in the stream. The sound 

notification and animations help the streamer to recognize, thank, and commend the viewer on their 

actions, as well as notify the other stream viewers of the exemplary actions of the specific viewer. 

However, the sound notifications themselves are not often very gameful. Instead of the encouraging 

and positive sounds that are commonly heard in games while gaining experience or accomplishing 

something, the notifications are mostly humorous or somehow relate to the specific stream or 

streamer.  

 

There are also a number of features in Hamari et al.’s (2014) list that do not exist in Twitch.tv bots 

as default. The games and other features are mostly based on luck (exceptions like trivia games 

have their own dedicated bots that do not have any other features) and do not require any skills or 

pose a real challenge. Moreover, there isn’t any kind of theme or story behind the features, nor are 

there clear goals besides collecting as many points as possible. The bots, however, do provide such 

ways to customize them so that creating a story with clear goals and progression is possible. One 

example of this is LightSpeed Industries created by Sevadus (http://lightspeed.industries/): the 

backstory is that Sevadus aims to be the first broadcaster in Mars, and in order to do this he needs 

his stream viewers to help in researching technologies needed to reach space and live in Mars. The 

viewers gain research points (stream currency) by commenting in his stream and can spend them 

on the technology of their choice. The more research one does, the higher rank they will receive, 

coupled with a space-fleet-sounding military rank. The different technologies and research function 

as achievements that Sevadus’ stream community can work together to complete. There is no 

reason why similar achievements could not be made for individual viewers.  

 

Previous research into why people watch streams has found that social aspects and feelings of 

community are very important factors in watching more streams and also perhaps the most 

important factors of subscribing or donating to a stream (Sjöblom & Hamari, 2017; Hamilton, 

Garretson & Kerne, 2014, Hilvert-Bruce et al. 2018). Therefore increasing the possibilities of social 

interaction between viewers and their feelings of communality are likely to increase the popularity 

of a particular streamer. Many of the aspects of gamification found in Twitch.tv (like rankings, 

badges, and minigames) can have a positive effect on these feelings. In addition, social elements 

have been seen as essential in creating engaging gamification services (Hamari & Koivisto, 2013).  

 

Also seeking entertainment or information have been found to be important factors in how much 

time is spent on a particular stream (Hilvert-Bruce et al. 2018). The many minigames and other 

extra entertainment options provided by the chatbots and Twitch.tv can increase at least the 

entertainment received from a particular stream, if not provide particularly useful information. The 

trivia games (that were not present in any of the three studied chatbots) can also provide 

information.   

 

The different ranking options from points and currency to viewer levels offer a relatively simple 

way of providing possibilities for viewers to receive personal recognition even in bigger streams. 

Sjöblom and Hamari argued that one of the reasons behind negative correlation between building 

reputation and watching streams could be that in bigger channels there is just too much noise in 

chat for meaningful interaction between viewers (Sjöblom & Hamari, 2017). The tools provided 

by Twitch.tv and the chatbots make this communication simpler, as it automates a part of it and 

makes it easier to recognize those viewers that spend more time on the stream (higher levels) and 

are more active on it (more points/currency). In addition, the chatbots provide possibilities for 
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streamers to give standard answers to frequently asked questions through the bots. These questions 

and their answers can be presented also through whispers (colored chat comments that are visible 

only to their target and the whisperer), which will decrease clutter and spam in the channel’s chat. 

 

There are also possible negative influences caused by using all the extra features that the chatbots 

provide. Firstly, many of the extra features are not in any way connected to what happens on the 

stream. Instead, they are discrete actions and events that happen in conjunction to the stream. They 

might therefore divert attention from the actual streamed content. Perhaps they could be used in 

conjunction to faster paced games, such as most esport games, where the streamer often cannot 

adequately communicate with the viewers during more hectic moments of the game. This might 

increase the personal integrative motivations of the viewers that have been found somewhat lacking 

in faster paced streams (Sjöblom et al. 2017). During the times when the streamer must fully focus 

on their game, the viewers could interact with each other through the minigames and other features 

provided by the chatbots. Secondly, as the events are triggered and happen in the chat, they might 

make an already-overflowing and difficult-to-follow chat even more cluttered, further decreasing 

the possibilities that the streamer has in engaging with their audience. However, this is not a certain 

necessity, as Ford et al. (2017) have argued that the massive chats of Twitch.tv have created their 

own communicative practices and patterns that keep the chat understandable and coherent despite 

of the huge number of messages and the short time they are on the stream.  

 

5. Conclusions  

The activities of streaming and watching streams have been gamified to a high degree, with several 

action and customization options for the streamers. Many of the options and features provided for 

the streamers support further integration and inclusion of the viewers into the stream, further 

enhancing their identification with the broadcaster and the stream community. However, not all of 

those features suit all streams or streamers, as with bigger streams individual chat comments and 

commands might get lost in a busy chat. The streamers would need to carefully choose those 

features that suit their individual stream and streaming community. 

 

In comparison to earlier studies on gamification, Twitch.tv and the chat bots provide quite a variety 

of possibilities for the streamers to choose from. In addition to the high number of possibilities, the 

ability of the streamer to individualize and modify practically all of the features provided, is very 

valuable in distinguishing their stream of the plethora of other similar ones. Many of the 

gamification possibilities found in Twitch.tv seem to fit well the motivations of watching streams 

that Twitch.tv viewers have: they can increase interaction, feelings of community, and the level of 

entertainment, thus having a positive effect on time spent on stream, subscriptions, and donations.  

 

However, in many cases the gamification elements might not be used to their full potential, as there 

are very few possibilities to compare oneself with others. For example, while many streamers have 

some sort of list for top contributors in their stream related to currency or loyalty points, these lists 

are not always visible. While they can be found by a command to the chatbot, the viewer needs to 

know what that command is to use it. In similar way, streamers do not always have tier lists for the 

badges or other rewards that their viewers can receive visible on their pages. As the viewers do not 

know what the badges attached to a Twitch.tv name mean, it is questionable if they have the effect 

that is expected of them.  

 

However, it has been noted by Hamari and Koivisto (2013) that social factors are likely to have a 

significant effect on how users perceive (and use) gamified processes and applications. If they 
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consider other users to expect and support their use of a gamified service, they are likely to conform 

to the expectations attributed to the use of the service in question, as well as have a generally 

positive attitude towards the gamified features of the service (Hamari & Koivisto, 2013). With the 

close links and history with gaming that Twitch.tv has, it is somewhat safe to assume that the 

streamers and viewers that frequent the site would have a relatively positive view of the gamified 

elements, therefore enabling them to be effective.  

  

However, drawing any conclusions on the usefulness or usage patterns of certain features is out of 

this study’s scope. As the reader can note, the study is littered with speculative words such as 

‘could’ and ‘might’ whenever the attention is turned onto the possible effects of the gamified 

features. This study can only describe the many gamification possibilities offered to streamers, and 

drawing any conclusions on their effectiveness would need further investigation and a more 

specified method, as would understanding how often they are used, how streamers customize them, 

and how the viewers use and view them. Furthermore, this study has focused on only one chatbot 

type, while there are several others with different functions and features, as well as a few that have 

been developed for a single streamer in particular.  

 

A potential avenue for future research would be to study the effectiveness of the gamified features 

in Twitch.tv. The combination of having a community that can be assumed to have a positive 

attitude toward games (and therefore also gamification) and a high number of features that they 

have become familiar with is promising in terms of the effectiveness of different gamification 

strategies. 
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